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Abstract
Background: Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common malignant tumors of the digestive tract. New diagnostic and
prognostic biomarkers are urgently needed for HCC. To investigate potential pathogenic and prognostic long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs)
associated with HCC, we conduct this study.

Material and Methods: Gene expression matrix were obtained from TCGA and GEO databases. The overlapping differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) between TCGA and GEO databases were analyzed using the limma package. Then we constructed mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network. In
the end, Gene ontology (GO), Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway analysis and survival analysis were performed to
�nd hub lncRNAs related to diagnosis and prognosis of HCC.

Results: In total, 299 DEGs including 10 lncRNAs and 289 mRNAs were acquired. The mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network comprised of four
lncRNAs (GSEC, LINC00844, LINC01146 and MIR99AHG), 49 miRNAs and 25 mRNAs. GO and KEGG analysis shown that four lncRNAs were
mainly enriched in cell cycle. In addition, survival analysis demonstrated that there is a signi�cant correlation between GSEC and overall
survival rate. Finally, the expression of LINC00844, LINC01146 and MIR99AHG were down-regulated in HCC tissues, and GSEC was up-
regulated.

Conclusion: In summary, four lncRNAs including GSEC, LINC00844, LINC01146 and MIR99AHG may play an important part in the development
of HCC. The function of these lncRNAs may have a great effect to the overall survival rate of HCC.

1 Background:
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most common histological type of primary liver cancer (90%) and the fourth leading cause of cancer-
related death in the world [1]. TNM staging of tumors has an important value in treatment and diagnosis of tumors, but its predictive value for
clinical prognosis is limited. Despite there has a great progress in pathology, epidemiology, and molecular mechanisms at present, there is still
room for improvement in predicting the clinical prognosis of HCC. In terms of therapeutic methods, many new methods such as targeted
therapy and immunotherapy have emerged. However, therapeutic treatments only bene�t part of patients. Thus, novel molecular markers
associated with diagnosis and prognosis are still urgently needed to ameliorate bad outcome of HCC. It’s important to discriminate the high-
risk patients in the early stage. Developing effective treatment methods is also critical to reduce the high reoccurrence of HCC.

An increasing body of research demonstrated that lncRNAs play a more and more important part in various cancers, including breast cancer
[2], gallbladder cancer [3], colorectal carcinoma [4], and HCC [5]. The abnormal expression of lncRNAs in HCC is closely associated with
oncogenesis, metastasis and prognosis. Some carcinogenic and anticancer lncRNAs associated with HCC have been found [5–7]. Up-
regulated lncRNAs, such as ATB, MCM3AP-AS1, PCNAP1 and H19 have been proved to be closely related to various clinical features and cell
phenotypes [5, 8–10]. For instance, m5C-modi�ed H19, which is a lncRNA, may promote the development of carcinoma by recruiting G3BP1
[10]. Of the down-regulated lncRNAs, uc.134 suppresses HCC progression by inhibiting the CUL4A-mediated ubiquitination of LATS1. It also
can restrain HCC development by increasing YAPS127 phosphorylation [11]. While cytosporone-B, which is an agonist for Nur77, could promote
WFDC21P, then it can inhibit HCC through WFDC21P [12].

Many studies had demonstrated that lncRNAs had various effects in HCC. Competing endogenous RNA (ceRNA) network is one of the most
popular mechanism, that is to say, mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network. The ceRNA network hypothesis considered that lncRNAs are important
endogenous molecular sponges, which can competitively integrate miRNAs. This process can regulate mRNA expression levels. Salmena et al.
�rst proposed this hypothesis [13]. Lots of researches have demonstrated that mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network plays an important part in
tumorigenesis, development and metastasis. For instance, lncRNA SNHG8 acted as a sponge of miR-149 which can balance the tumor
inhibiting effects of miR-149 in HCC [14]. In addition, LINC01093/miR-96-5p/ZFAND5/NF-κB signaling axis may have an important role in the
pathogenesis of HCC [15]. Thus, the ceRNA network is bene�cial to gain insight into intricated gene interactions in HCC.

Although there are many researches had studied the diagnostic capability of lncRNAs, lots of lncRNAs are worth of further exploration [16].
Take the important function of lncRNAs of HCC into consideration, the purpose of this research was to explore the role of lncRNAs in HCC
patients. Gene expression matrix of mRNA and lncRNA were took into integrated analysis. We constructed ceRNA network on the basis of
ceRNA theory. In the �rst place, DEGs were acquired from HCC and normal tissue samples which were obtained from GEO and TCGA database.
Then the overlapping DEGs between two databases were obtained by using the limma package. In the end, in order to analyze the underlying
roles of lncRNAs, we constructed lots of analysis, such as mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network, GO analysis, KEGG pathway analysis, protein-protein
interaction (PPI) network and survival analysis. This research may provide novel views to the molecular mechanism of HCC.

2 Material And Methods:
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2.1 Data source

The microarray data of HCC was obtained from GEO (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) and TCGA database. First, we got the eligible data from GEO
database. It was considered eligible when studies meet the following criteria: (1) Studies including HCC and adjacent normal tissues. (2)
Studies containing matched platform information which can be used for further analyze. On the basis of these criteria, two independent
datasets of HCC were acquired from GEO database. The detailed information of each dataset is shown in Table 1. Then, clinical data of HCC
patients and the corresponding gene expression pro�le data were downloaded from TCGA. Clinical data of these HCC patients is displayed in
Table 2. Our present study was performed as shown in the �ow chart (Fig. 1).

Table 1
Details information of HCC researches and related microarray data sets from GEO

GSE Total

differentially

expressed
genes

Up-

regulated

Down-

regulated

Platform Sample
size

Age Sex

GSE93789 4553 2735 1818 GPL16956 total:10;

tumor:5;

adjecent:5

44,45,49,48,40,44,45,49,48,40 Male:8;

Female:2

GSE101728 1599 657 942 GPL21047 total:14;

tumor:7;

adjecent:7

57,57,67,67,58,58,52,52,62,62,54,54,27,27 Male:10;

Female:4

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo
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Table 2
The clinical data of HCC in TCGA

Characteristics Number of cases Percentages

Sex    

Female 143 33.97

Male 278 66.03

Age    

>60 226 53.68

≤60 195 46.32

Stage    

Stage I 189 44.89

Stage II 97 23.04

Stage III 97 23.04

Stage IV 6 1.43

Histologic grade    

G1 60 14.25

G2 204 48.46

G3 137 32.54

G4 12 2.85

Topography    

T1 201 47.74

T2 108 25.65

T3 93 22.09

T4 16 3.80

Child-Pugh stage    

A 240 57.01

B 30 7.13

C 1 0.24

Residual tumor    

R0 364 86.46

R1 21 4.99

R2 2 0.48

Rx 25 5.94

Ishak �brosis score    

0 96 22.80

1,2 35 8.31

3,4 31 7.36

5 10 2.38

6 75 17.81
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2.2 Reannotation of raw data
In the begining, the raw data and expression matrix were obtained from GEO datasets. The probes which had unique gene were retained for
analysis. Then, the retained probes should match the corresponding lncRNAs or mRNAs retrieved from the GENCODE. We used average
expression values when lots of probes corresponded to one gene.

2.3 Identi�cation of differential expression analysis

The raw data were transformed into expression matrix using Affy R package. Then, the limma package was used to identify DEGs from TCGA
and GEO datasets. A |log FC| >1 and adjust P value<0.05 was regarded as signi�cantly different. The intersected DEGs among TCGA,
GSE101728 and GSE93789 datasets were obtained. And then these DEGs were used to do further analyze.

2.4 Construction of mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network

To analyze whether these lncRNAs and miRNAs can construct ceRNA network, we used DIANA Tools to collect lncRNA-targeted miRNAs.
MiRDB was used to predict miRNA-mRNA interactions. The DEGs were used to make mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network. We used the Cytoscape
display mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network.

2.5 Functional enrichment analysis

GO and KEGG pathway enrichment analysis were performed using cluster Pro�ler package. Protein-protein interaction (PPI) network were
conducted using STRING v 9.1 (http://string-db.org/).

2.6 Survival analysis

In order to analyze if the hub lncRNAs and corresponding mRNAs were associated to the prognosis of HCC patients, Kaplan-Meier (KM)
analysis was constructed using the survival package. All cases were split into two groups using the median value of a gene’s expression. It
was considered as statistically signi�cant when P value was less than 0.05.

3 Results:
3.1 Characteristics of gene expression from GEO

The gene expression data (GSE93789, GSE101728) were obtained from the GEO data repository (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). After
reannotation, 33591 genes in GSE93789 (GPL16956) and 46102 genes in GSE101728 (GPL21047) were obtained. On the basis of the criteria
of |log FC|>1 and p-adjusted value<0.05, gene expression data were analyzed for differentially expressed genes using limma package. The
GSE93789 had 4553 DEGs, containing 2735 up-regulated and 1818 down-regulated genes. The GSE101728 had 1599 DEGs, containing 657
up-regulated and 942 down-regulated genes. The particular information of GSE93789 and GSE101728 data set and the number of DEGs
acquired from the two data sets are displayed in Table 1. We constructed volcano plots to show the signi�cantly DEGs (Fig. 2). We used the
heatmap to display the gene expression changes (Fig. 3).
3.2 Clinical data of HCC and the intersected DEGs

The clinical data of HCC patients were obtained from TCGA database. The information of HCC patients mainly containing sex, age, TNM
stage, tumor grade, Child–Pugh, residual tumor classi�cation and Ishak �brosis score were collected, as shown in Table 2. Limma package
was used to analyze DEGs on the basis of the criteria of |Log FC| >1 and adjust P value < 0.05. In summary, 148 lncRNAs with 68 up-regulated
and 80 down-regulated, 2181 mRNAs with 728 up-regulated and 1453 down-regulated were screened. Venn diagram demonstrates intersected
genes both coming from GEO and TCGA. Totally, 289 differentially expressed mRNAs and 10 differentially expressed lncRNAs were acquired
(Fig. 4 and Table 3).
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Table 3
The intersected hub lncRNAs and mRNAs

lncRNA AC018467.1, AC115619.1, AL445524.1, ELF3-AS1, GSEC, LINC00844, LINC01146, LINC02037, LINC02362, MIR99AHG

mRNA AADAT, AASS, ABCA8, ACADSB, ADRA1A, AKAP12, AKR1C3, AKR1D1, ALDH2, ALDOB, ANGPTL4, ANLN, ANXA2, APOF, APOL6,
ARHGEF39, ARID3C, ASPA, ASPG, ASPM, ASS1, AURKA, AVPI1, B3GNT5, BARD1, BCAS4, BCKDHB, BCO2, BDH2, BIRC5, BUB1,
BUB1B, C8A, CAP2, CCDC34, CCL14, CCL4, CCL5, CCNA2, CCNB1, CCNB2, CCT3, CD302, CD34, CD4, CD5L, CD69, CDC25C,
CDC45, CDC6, CDCA8, CDHR2, CDK1, CDK5R1, CDKN2C, CDKN3, CENPA, CENPE, CENPF, CENPI, CENPL, CENPM, CENPW, CETP,
CFD, CFP, CHAF1B, CHEK1, CHML, CKAP2, CKAP2L, CLRN3, CMYA5, CNDP1, CPS1, CST7, CTH, CTHRC1, CXCL12, CYP2A6,
CYP2A7, CYP2B6, CYP2C18, CYP2C8, CYP2C9, CYP39A1, CYP4A11, CYP4A22, DBH, DEPDC1, DEPDC7, DNASE1L3, DSCC1,
DSN1, DTYMK, DUSP1, ECM1, EGR1, EHD3, ENAH, EPHX2, ERRFI1, ESCO2, ESM1, ESR1, EXOC3L4, F9, FABP5, FAM111B,
FAM83D, FAT4, FBP1, FCGR2B, FCN3, FETUB, FLVCR1, FOS, FYB2, GABARAPL1, GADD45B, GCGR, GCH1, GHR, GINS4, GJC1,
GLS2, GLYAT, GNAZ, GNMT, GPT, GREM2, HAAO, HAMP, HAO2, HGF, HSD17B13, IGF2BP1, IL33, KBTBD11, KCNK5, KIF14, KIF18A,
KIF20A, KIF23, KIF2C, KIFC1, KLKB1, KLRD1, KPNA2, LAG3, LAPTM4B, LCAT, LCN2, LIFR, MAD2L1, MASP1, MASP2, MAT1A,
MCM10, MELK, MFAP4, MFSD2A, MKI67, MMS22L, MND1, MT1E, MT1F, MT1G, MT1M, MT1X, MT2A, MYCT1, MYO10,
N4BP2L1, NAT1, NAT2, NCAPG, NDC80, NDRG2, NEK2, NKG7, NMB, NNMT, NOCT, NPY1R, NUF2, NUSAP1, OAT, OIT3, OTUB2,
OXER1, PAIP2B, PAMR1, PARPBP, PBK, PCLAF, PCOLCE, PDLIM5, PEX11G, PGLYRP2, PHPT1, PLG, PLGLB1, PLGLB2, PLVAP,
PON3, PRC1, PRODH, PSMC3IP, PTGIR, PTP4A3, PTTG1, RAB3B, RAD51, RAD51AP1, RDH16, RETREG1, RFC4, RIDA, RNASE4,
RNASEH2A, RND3, RNF152, RRM2, SERPINA10, SERPINA11, SERPINA4, SERPINA5, SERPINI1, SFN, SGO1, SHCBP1, SKA1, SKA3,
SLC10A1, SLC22A1, SLC22A10, SLC25A15, SLC38A2, SLC7A2, SMAD6, SMG5, SMIM24, SNX22, SOCS2, SORBS2, SORL1,
SPINK1, SPP2, SPRYD4, SPSB2, SQLE, SRD5A1, SRD5A2, SRPX, SSR2, STEAP3, STEAP4, STIL, SUCO, SULF2, SULT1E1,
TACSTD2, TAT, TDRKH, TESMIN, THBS1, TIAM1, TKT, TMEM100, TOP2A, TPM2, TPX2, TRIM45, TRIP13, TTC36, TTC9, TTK,
UBE2C, UBE2T, UROC1, WDR62, WDR76, XDH, ZFP1, ZG16, ZKSCAN3, ZNF607, ZWINT

 

3.3 ceRNA network

In order to analyze if these hub lncRNAs and mRNAs existing mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network, we used the intersected lncRNAs and mRNAs to
perform mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network. Ultimately, four lncRNAs, forty-nine miRNAs and twenty-�ve mRNAs were involved in mRNA-lncRNA-
miRNA network (Fig. 5).

3.4 GO, KEGG pathway analysis, and PPI network

In order to analyze the underlying biological roles of the hub genes contained in the mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network, we performed GO and
KEGG analysis (Fig. 6). The outcome shown that the biological functions mainly related to nuclear division, sister chromatid segregation,
organelle �ssion and chromosome segregation, while the molecular functions gathered in monooxygenase activity, oxidoreductase activity,
iron ion binding and heme binding. The KEGG pathway analysis demonstrated that most of the genes were related to cell cycle, p53 signaling
pathway, oocyte meiosis, complement and coagulation cascades and progesterone-mediated oocyte maturation. Furthermore, differentially
expressed mRNAs were used to construct PPI network by STRING. The outcome demonstrated that most genes are associated with cell cycle.

3.5 Prognostic value of hub lncRNAs and mRNAs in patients with HCC

In order to �nd out whether the hub lncRNAs and mRNAs involved in the mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network were related to the prognosis of HCC
patients, we analyzed the hub gene expression and the survival data in TCGA. Because some patients didn’t have intact information to do
survival analysis, 415 cases were obtained in the end. In the four hub lncRNAs, the result demonstrated that lncRNA GSEC was obviously
signi�cant associated with the overall survival (OS) (P < 0.05). The expression of GSEC was negatively correlated with survival time of HCC. In
the 25 hub mRNAs, the result shown that 12 mRNAs were related to the OS of HCC: B3GNT5(P<0.001), SORBS2(P=0.037), ENAH(P=0.003),
SUCO(P=0.004), ESR1(P=0.006), FAT4(P=0.047), SLC38A2(P=0.012), MASP1(P=0.031), GHR(P=0.007), PARPBP(P=0.002), RRM2(P<0.001)
and MMS22L(P<0.001). The high levels of SORBS2, ESR1, FAT4, MASP1 and GHR predicted good prognosis, but seven mRNAs had a negative
correlation with the OS of HCC. The results of KM analysis are displayed in Figure 7.

4 Discussion:
LncRNAs are becoming more and more popular with the rapid development of high-throughput sequencing and bioinformatic technologies. At
present, we obtained the gene expression of HCC from GEO and TCGA. Then we explored the hub lncRNAs of HCC. We constructed mRNA-
lncRNA-miRNA network, GO and KEGG pathway analysis, PPI network and survival analysis. In the end, the result shown that four lncRNAs
including GSEC, LINC00844, LINC01146 and MIR99AHG may have a relation with HCC development. The underlying roles of these hub
lncRNAs might be related to the OS of HCC.

There are many integrated bioinformatics which can be used to �nd DEGs in HCC. With the rapid development of bioinformation technology,
lots of novel genes have been found. In order to �nd novel lncRNAs and mRNAs associated with the prognosis of HCC, the RNA expression
data from GEO was analyzed. In addition, different individual had different gene expression level of the same gene. In order to minimize the
error of different individual, we only analyzed paired tissue samples in GEO. After we obtained the DEGs from TCGA, intersected DEGs from
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GEO and TCGA were used to further analyze. In summary, 10 co-differentially expressed lncRNAs and 289 mRNAs were used to continue next
investigation.

More and more studies have shown that ceRNAs have great effects in HCC [17, 18]. To explore the molecular mechanisms of these hub
lncRNAs, we constructed mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network. In the end, the mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network included 4 lncRNAs (GSEC, LINC00844,
LINC01146 and MIR99AHG), 49 miRNAs and 25 mRNAs. We found that the hub lncRNAs can affect mRNAs expression through competitively
uniting miRNA.

MIR99AHG may suppress lung adenocarcinoma’s proliferation and metastasis and it can promote autophagy [19]. Studies showing that not
only MIR99AHG but also miR-99a expression level was positively related to the survival of lung adenocarcinoma patients. Furthermore, when
the expression of MIR99AHG of H1299 cells was overexpressed, the nuclear expression of ANXA2 was obviously decreased. The expression of
MIR99AHG was obviously up-regulated in gastric cancer [20]. In addition, MIR99AHG was obviously overexpressed in pancreatic cancer. It can
promote the proliferation and metastasis of pancreatic cancer. Studies demonstrated that up-regulated MIR99AHG was induced by
transcription factor FOXA1 [21].

LINC00844 was found to be signi�cantly decreased in HCC tissue and was correlated with poor tumor characteristics, such as portal vein
invasion, high α-fetoprotein (AFP), and a high rate of tumor recurrence [22]. Studies demonstrated that LINC00844 had an important role in
suppressing tumor development and metastasis [23, 24]. Besides, LINC00844 is important in facilitating AR binding to the chromatin. In the
end, LINC00844 works partly by activating the expression level of NDRG1 which is an important tumor metastasis suppressor. It has been
suggested that LINC01146 was a hub lncRNA in both subtypes of chronic rhinosinusitis with nasal polyps [25]. However, there was no
researches have demonstrated the role of LINC01146 in HCC up to now.

Unlike LINC00844 and MIR99AHG ,the expression level of GSEC can be up-regulated in many tumors, including colon cancer [26], breast cancer
[27], lung cancer [28] and osteosarcoma [29]. Studies have revealed that GSEC has an important in�uence in cell migration of colon cancer by
suppressing the role of DHX36 through its G-quadruplex structure [26]. Moreover, GSEC was signi�cantly up-regulated in triple negative breast
cancer [27]. GSEC functioned as a underlying oncogene and it can promote AXL-mediated TNBC progression by sponging miR-202-5p. In
addition, High expression level of GSEC promoted the proliferating and migratory capacity, and suppressed the apoptosis of osteosarcoma
[29].

There are some limitations in the present study. First of all, this study only contains two GEO data sets, which are both noncoding RNA data.
Then, although we acquire the expression matrix of genes by using probe reannotation method, some genes which can’t match the probes will
not be found because of the platform focused on noncoding RNA data. But the aim of this research was to �nd hub lncRNA of HCC patients,
so the roles of 4 lncRNAs could not be further explored because the mRNAs which were used to analyze were acquired from noncoding RNA
data. That is to say, the hub mRNAs were associated with lncRNAs. In total, the results of our analysis are precise and reliable, and it can
provide more valuable information to the clinical work. Although we �nd 4 lncRNAs were statistically related to OS of HCC, more experiments
are needed to validate the function of these hub lncRNAs.

5 Conclusion:
In total, four lncRNAs including GSEC, LINC00844, LINC01146 and MIR99AHG may play an important part in the development of HCC. The
function of these lncRNAs may have a great effect to the overall survival rate of HCC.
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Figure 1
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The �ow chart shows the process of how to analyze the gene expression data from GEO and TCGA databases. lncRNA, long noncoding RNA;
miRDB, microRNA database; miRNA, microRNA; mRNA, messenger RNA; TCGA, The Cancer Genome Atlas

Figure 2

Volcano plots of DEGs in GSE93789, GSE10728 and TCGA database. The red dots and the blue dots represent the up-regulated and down-
regulated genes respectively

Figure 3

Heatmap of DEGs in GSE93789 and GSE101728 data set. A, total DEGs. B, lncRNAs. C, mRNAs. The red color and the green color represent the
up-regulated and down-regulated genes respectively
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Figure 4

Venny diagram shows the intersected genes both in GEO and TCGA. A, intersected lncRNAs; B, intersected mRNAs

Figure 5

mRNA-lncRNA-miRNA network. Red color means lncRNAs; yellow color means miRNAs; blue color means mRNAs
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Figure 6

Functional analysis of DEGs A: GO-biological processes, B: GO-cellular component, C: GO-molecular functions. D, KEGG pathway analysis. E,
PPI network
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Figure 7

The results of KM analysis of hub genes. We found 13 hub genes were related to the OS of HCC. A, GSEC B, B3GNT5 C, ENAH D, ESR1 E, FAT4
F, GHR G, MASP1 H, MMS22L I, PARPBP J, RRM2 K, SLC38A2 L, SORBS2 M, SUCO 


